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LAW STUDENT WELLNESS 
AND DIGITAL DISRUPTION

Nick James | Bond University



Overview

1. A time of transformation
2. The impact of disruption upon wellness
3. Ten reasons to feel positive about 

disruption



Internationalisation



Diversification



Emergent technologies



Automation of knowledge work Intelligent software systems that can perform knowledge work 
tasks involving unstructured commands and subtle judgements.









Disruption and personal autonomy



Positive versus negative narratives
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1. Disruption is motivating lawyers to engage in much-needed self-reflection
2. Disruption is improving the quality of legal services
3. Disruption is making the law more accessible … and fairer
4. Disruption is not making lawyers obsolete
5. Technology cannot replicate high-level thinking or the human connection 

(yet)
6. Disruption has not abolished the traditional opportunities available to law 

graduates
7. Disruption is creating new legal careers
8. Law schools are evolving in response to disruption
9. Disruption can lead to improved wellbeing and work-life balance
10. Disruption shows us how the legal profession must reinvent itself



Disruption is motivating lawyers to engage in much-
needed self-reflection



Disruption is improving the quality of legal services



Disruption is making the law more accessible … and 
fairer



Disruption is not making lawyers obsolete



Technology cannot replicate high-level thinking or the 
human connection (yet)



Disruption has not abolished the traditional 
opportunities available to law graduates



Disruption is creating new legal careers



Law schools are evolving in response to disruption



Disruption can lead to improved wellbeing and work-
life balance



Disruption shows us how the legal profession must 
reinvent itself



Thank you


